
Guide to Managing Work Rule Transfers
Purpose: Supervisors of employees with OVERNIGHT schedules need to make sure that the correct
schedules are used to ensure that employees are paid correctly.

Reference Guide Details

Guide Objectives Upon completion, the user will:
● Understand the purpose of a Work Rule Transfer
● Know how to record a transfer as an employee
● Know how to record a transfer on a timecard
● Know how to apply a transfer on a schedule
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What is a Work Rule Transfer
A work rule transfer is a way for supervisors or administrators to indicate to Kronos that an employee
needs to use a set of rules that are not the default. These are used for one time overrides or ongoing
overrides.

A few examples of situations where a work rule transfer are used are:
● An employee works a shift with 1 hour lunch deduction instead of .5 hours
● An employee will be changing to overnights and the majority of hours need to credit the next day
● A trade employee asked to work an early shift and will not qualify for overtime for that portion of

the shift

A work rule transfer can be made directly to the timecard or on the employees schedule. If the change
is ongoing for more than 5 days, the recommendation is to make the update to the schedule.

Work rules are based on union/pay groups so look for codes matching your employees specific group.
If you are unsure which code to use, contact a payroll administrator for help.
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Transfer on the Timecard

Work rule transfers made on the timecard generally cover an exception or one time occurrence. If you
are finding that you are making this update on a regular basis, you may want to consider using the
Schedule option for work rule transfers.

For any type of work rule transfer, you can select the appropriate rule from the Transfer column on the
appropriate day (1).  The dropdown will have any previously selected rules or a search option.

To search for a work rule, select the Search option in the drop down. You will get a pop up window like
this:
1 - Click on the Work Rule tab
2 - Enter the partial name to search
3 - Click on the correct rule
4 - Click Apply

Remember to save all changes on the timecard!
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Transfer on a Schedule

If a work rule can be applied on going for an employee, then it is best to apply it to their schedule. This
can be done both permanently or temporarily based on how you manage the employee’s schedule.

One Time Change
To create a temporary update to individual days, update only the schedule for that day.

1. Open the employee’s schedule and right click on the times for the day being updated.

2. Choose the appropriate rule from the drop down menu in the Work Rule Transfer field. Click apply.

3. The change will reflect on the time for the day. Click on the Save option for the schedule.
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Ongoing Change
To create an ongoing update, change the schedule pattern for the employee.
1 - Open the schedule for the employee and right click on their name. Select Schedule Pattern.

2 - Click on the Edit icon to open the schedule pattern or the Add Pattern to start a new schedule.

3- Adjust the Anchor Date and Start Date as needed. These should be the same and start on a Monday.
4 - If the pattern is ongoing, select the radio button for “Forever”. If it is a temporary schedule, enter an
end date.  Click the Override Other Patterns check box to make this schedule the only one for the
employee.
5 - Right click on the time and select Edit Shift. You will get a pop up window. Update any times and
Work Rule Transfer as needed (5a). Click apply.
6 - Repeat step 5 on all applicable days.
7 - Click Apply.

Save changes on the schedule by clicking save in the upper right corner.
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Specific Examples

Work Rule Transfers for Overnight Shifts
Overnight shifts are set up using a work rule that helps the system calculate hours correctly. This is
displayed on the timecard in a couple of different ways.

1. The date for punches will include a “+”. This indicates the hours start on that day but actually
count toward the next day. In this example, hours starting on 7/08 will count toward 7/09.

2. The Transfer code should display “TXXX Group SchIN” using Trades, TMS, or CS for the specific
group.

3. The schedule will have a double arrow indicating that hours on that day belong to the next day.
Similar to the “+” indicator.
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Hours entered on Sunday (7/19 in this example) will display on the next pay period. Any hours entered
and saved will not display in the pay period they do not belong in so if a supervisor reviewing the time
card for PPD 7/6-7/19 and adds time on 7/19, those hours will be blank on the view for PPD 7/6-7/19
and display on the time card for PPD 7/20-8/2.
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Trades Early Start
If a Trade employee requests to temporarily start before 6am and the supervisor approves, then the
supervisor will need to adjust the timecard or schedule for the employee and add a work rule transfer.
The work rule that should be used will be “TFAC Trades EarlyStart”.

In this example, the employee and supervisor agreed that the employee would start at 4am based on
the employee’s request.  If the employee starts their shift early but the supervisor has not added the
proper code, the daily totals will show 2 hours OT and 6 Regular.

If the supervisor correctly adds the work rule transfer, then the totals for the day will show 8 Regular.

If the employee works overtime on a day that has an EarlyStart rule, they will still have OT but not for
the time prior to 6am.
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Lunch Patterns

The most common lunch deduction is ½ hour each day. Some schedules require an employee to have a 1hr
lunch or a 0hr lunch deduction. These can be achieved by adding the proper work rule to the time card or
schedule for the employee.

When the lunch deduction is different from the default, then the schedule should be updated so it is an
ongoing change.  In this example, the employee has a 1 hr lunch break during the week and a 0hr break
during the 12hr shifts. This is managed on the schedule.

If an employee has worked through their ½ hour lunch and needs to be credited for their work, then the
supervisor should use the “Cancel Lunch Deduction” options.  The work rule transfers should be used for
agreed schedule changes that are temporary or ongoing updates to the employee’s schedule.
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